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Predicates
New technology is driving distributed sensor technologies (IoT) into new market penetration at unprecedented
rates, generating data with quantities and qualities never before seen.
The potential to utilize this data for improved wellbeing is immense, but any suggestion for implementation
contains assumptions which should be made explicit. These are ours.

Predicate (1)
We're increasingly living embedded within unevenly distributed, generally overlapping sensor networks. These networks
are produced by a variety of sources, meaning that the quantity, quality, and type of data varies significantly but is unified
by being:
●

infinitely reproducible and shareable

●

comparable to new data sets at any time

●

permanent

Predicate (2)
Much like the internet itself, we are still uncertain what sort of utility or cost will come from these networks. What we do
know is that the data that is collected is:
●

much more individual

●

much more intimate

●

much more predictive

...than ever before in human history.

Predicate (3)
What we have not seen is a laboratory in which the disparate insights generated by interacting with these new
technologies (machine vision, sensor arrays, analytics, etc.) and networks are gathered over time and distilled into
insights against which hypothesis can be tested.
Such a laboratory could answer three main questions:
●

How can data be gathered in a way that benefits both individual and institution long-term?

●

How can feedback loops be created using these sensor networks to produce increased wellness for the
individual?

●

What products, platforms, and services can be created to use these emerging technologies, networks, and
behaviors to establish greater global good?

So why now?
The IoT isn’t happening in a vacuum; there is a confluence of emerging technologies and market forces, particularly
in the US, which are creating exponential demand for personalized, wellness-oriented interactions between us, our
devices, and our environment.
We see this in the proliferation of sensors and the explosion in growth in investment, set against the backdrop of a
failing US Healthcare system, resulting in greater demand for personalized wellness than ever before.
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By the end of 2020, close to 50% of new IoT
applications built by enterprises will
leverage a platform that offers
outcome-focused functionality based on
comprehensive analytic capabilities.3

< US healthcare
U.S. Centers for Medicare and
Medicaid Services (CMS) projected
that healthcare spending will on
average rise 5.5 percent annually from
2017 to 2026 and will comprise 19.7
percent of the U.S. economy in 2026,
up from 17.9 percent in 2016. By
2026, health spending is projected to
reach $5.7 trillion.1

< US healthcare
The U.S. spends $3.3 trillion a year —
twice as much per person as the
average wealthy nation — yet has one
of the unhealthiest populations in the
developed world. We have the highest
infant mortality rate, the highest
chronic disease rate among the
elderly, and the lowest life expectancy
at birth. U.S. life expectancy is going
down.

< US healthcare
Healthcare for a family now costs
$28k — about half of median income,
which is $60k.
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The Global market is poised to grow at a
CAGR of around 9.4% over the next decade
to reach approximately $233.4 billion by
2025.

A precurser experiment
We decided to conduct a simplified test of the above assumptions using a single baseline technology, RFID. We
tagged our entire family’s clothing (mother, father, and two sons age 1 and 4) and installed a 52-antenna array by
Impinj into the center of our apartment’s ceiling. We then tracked the movement of all RFID tags for three months
alongside a handful of other sets of data.
Our goal was to see if a) we could glean meaningful insight into our behavior, and b) if there was potential for
changing that behavior in new and impactful ways using this type of data.

Data overview
8 sources
77 categories
90 days monitored
186,809,923 total data points

Data types
●

Inmotion software, Impinj 52-antenna array hardware, and Datamars RFID tags in all clothing for continuous
3-second sampling across 2-bedroom NYC apartment, bounded by room.

●

Step Count by native iPhone pedometer

●

Historic Weather Data from weather.com

●

Detailed food consumption and composition by MyFitnessPal

●

Clothing data by RFID, entered by hand (Type, Color, Fabric, Owner, etc.)

●

Reporter iOS App randomized daily surveys (3 times per day) quantifying Happiness (1-10) and Satisfaction
(1-10).

Results (1 - validated)
When we surveyed ourselves prior to the precursor experiment we
identified a number of expectations which were born out by the data. For
example,
●
●
●

On average, the higher the satisfaction the higher the mood.
The items that are used the most are also the ones with the highest
average satisfaction and mood.
Mood is highest either during an average number of steps, or when
there is an unusually high number of steps.

While we only analyzed a small subsection of the available data, we saw no
clear pattern to where we had correctly predicted the outcome.

Results (2 - invalidated)
OTOH, a great number of expectations identified before precursor start
turned out to be entirely incorrect:
●
●
●

Average satisfaction declines by more than half after 4500 steps.
Mood was basically unaffected by caloric intake (2300-2600kcals /
day average).
Josh tends to wear some things a lot and some things not at all,
whereas Hulda tends to wear everything equally.

While it is easy to label correct predictions as “obvious” we were equally
often incorrect about predictions we were highly confident about
beforehand.

Results (3 - Surprise!)
Even more interestingly, a number of outcomes were completely
unexpected:
●
●
●

Past 17.5°C we basically stop walking, but humidity doesn't share as
sharp a drop-off.
The more cloud cover, the more lesser seen items are worn - but not
with rain.
Mood and satisfaction cluster tightest around days with the least
movement.

Again, surprises appeared throughout the data sets we compared, often in
unexpected ways.

Results (Meta Analysis)
1.

Being able to compare data sets historically provided significant value, as with weather, for example. Having
congruent data sets against a particular sample group meant that we could do regressive comparisons ongoing.
I.e., studying one subject group over time is more useful in determining valuable data types than studying many
in different ways.

2.

The data yielded continuous surprises, even about behavior we were highly confident we could predict. I.e., you
don't know what you don't know until you gather and analyze the data.

3.

Because available analysis becomes exponential very quickly, intuition about where to focus is increasingly
valuable. Looking at caloric intake, for example, or clustering satisfaction and happiness both arose out curiosity,
not statistics. I.e., developing a holistic relationship with data types in this space is as valuable as the analytics
themselves.

Results (Experiment deficiencies)
●

RFID produces very messy signals (i.e., many signals, low confidence)

●

Because the precursor was exploratory we didn’t know what we were asking ahead of time, and thus missed
much

●

The environment wasn't controlled. I.e., we couldn't move our refrigerator, which meant a giant metal box
distorted the RFID readings.

●

We only had one sensor network source, forcing inference of numerous behaviors which could have been tested
for explicitly.

Results (Outcomes)
Using a single technology and less than a dozen types of data created a proliferation of insights, but produced more
questions than it answered. Most significantly, it is clear that:
●
●
●

data gathering can illuminate vectors for behavior change
data can be refined after collection to increase value at any time
The more longitudinal, the more valuable the total data collection

What is NOT clear is:
●
●
●

How using multiple sensors in physical space will change this
Which kinds of feedback produce the most efficient behavior change
Which confluences of feedback types produce unexpected behaviors

The next step: a proposal
The outcomes of our precursor experiment confirmed that a) we could glean meaningful insight into our behavior,
and b) there is potential for changing that behavior in new and impactful ways using this type of data.
Additionally, it indicated that a) different sources provide different types of insight, and that b) the more
longitudinal the data, the more valuable it is over time (due to the compounding effect of multilayered regressive
analysis).
Given this, we propose a larger, longer, more intensive experiment.

Proposal (1)
We propose to get ahead of the curve of the new IoT by creating a live-in lab for a single family to experiment with
sensor-driven feedback loops to produce maximum wellness over time. By establishing a solid baseline, collecting
detailed longitudinal data, and crafting and testing hypotheses to be tested within an enormously rich data collection
environment we can learn:
●

what sensor types are most predictive of what behavior types?

●

what kinds of feedback loops are most effective when used with which types of data?

●

which technologies, networks, and data interact in unexpected ways?

●

which opportunities for new solutions present the most promise - and/or require the most work?

Proposal (2)

0
1
The Live-In Laboratory
A rooftop apartment in NYC embedded with
visual, auditory, temperature, motion, and
biochemical sensors.

The Insight and Design Board
Partnerships with technology leaders in
sensor, IoT, analytics, design, and healthcare to
design and build the facility as well as sit on the
advisory board.

0
2

0
3
The Implementation Team
An ongoing team to develop hypothesis,
continuously retrofit the apartment according
to the next test, and analyze the data both
intermittently and in aggregate.

Proposal (3)
The process is long-term (five years for v.1) and functions in these terms:
●

Two three-month tranches of data collection per year (Spring and Fall, for maximum environmental correlation)

●

Each tranche ends with an intensive medical examination (a la Ningen Dock)

●

After each tranche the data is examined, conclusions are drawn, and the next tranche is set up.

Proposal (3 - cont.)
Project launch

First analysis analysis

...and iterated.

Lab build finalized, partnerships secured, initial test
hypothesis chosen, family moved in.

Data analysis of 2020 Q2 tranche collection,
reconfiguration of live-in lab for 2020 Q4 tranche
collection.

Process is iterated for 16 more quarters (8 more
data collection tranches) before year-long overall
project analysis cumulating in total project summary
and review.

2020 Q2
2020 Q1

2020 Q4
2020 Q3

20XX

First tranche collection

Second tranche collection

Data collection for current tranche hypothesis,
hypotheses generation for 2020 Q4 tranche, period
ends with Ningen Doc evaluation.

Data collection for current tranche hypothesis,
presentation of results from 2020 Q3 analysis,
hypotheses generation for 2021 Q2 tranche, period
ends with Ningen Doc evaluation.

Proposal (Outcomes)
●

The most detailed longitudinal project around health using multi-sensor arrays ever created

●

An absolutely unique lab for exploring the confluence of technology and health from an individual, personalized,
consumer context

●

Identification and analysis, with statistical validation, of the most efficacious vectors for created
wellness-producing sensor network feedback loops under current technological constraints

●

Ongoing and varied partnerships to validate and test new technologies against an established baseline

Proposal (Requirements)
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participate as test subjects
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A board of investment partners
representing health care, technology, and
design

Thank you.
Josh Klein & Hulda Emilsdottir
josh@josh.is / +1.347-268-0376

